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The book chronicles the Navy Medical Department’s
participation in Vietnam, beginning with the Navy’s
rescue of the French survivors of the Battle of Dien
Bien Phu in 1954 and ending with the Navy’s rescue
of Vietnamese refugees fleeing the fall of South
Vietnam in 1975. When American involvement
reached its peak in 1968, the 750-bed Naval Support
Activity Hospital Danang (NSAH) was in full
operation, and two hospital ships—the USS Repose
and the USS Sanctuary—cruised offshore. Whether
the situation called for saving the lives of injured
sailors aboard a burning aircraft carrier or treating a
critically wounded Marine for shock in the rubblestrewn streets of Hue, Navy medical personnel were
in Vietnam from the beginning of American
involvement to the very end, saving thousands of
lives. This book tells the story of the Navy Medical
Department’s involvement through stark and
gripping first-person accounts by patients and the
Navy physicians, dentists, nurses, and hospital
corpsmen who treated them. More than 50 historic
photos document their work.
By enrolling in this self-study course, you have
demonstrated a desire to improve yourself and the
Navy. Remember, however, this self-study course is
only one part of the total Navy training program.
Practical experience, schools, selected reading, and
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your desire to succeed are also necessary to
successfully round out a fully meaningful training
program. COURSE OVERVIEW: In completing this
nonresident training course, you will demonstrate a
knowledge of the subject matter by correctly
answering questions on the following: maintenance
of engines, reduction gears, air-conditioning
equipment, and additional auxiliary machinery; the
performance and efficiency of an engine;
engineering casualty control; engineering records
and reports; and ship inspections and trials. THE
COURSE: This self-study course is organized into
subject matter areas, each containing learning
objectives to help you determine what you should
learn along with text and illustrations to help you
understand the information. The subject matter
reflects day-to-day requirements and experiences of
personnel in the rating or skill area. It also reflects
guidance provided by Enlisted Community Managers
(ECMs) and other senior personnel, technical
references, instructions, etc., and either the
occupational or naval standards, which are listed in
the Manual of Navy Enlisted Manpower Personnel
Classifications and Occupational Standards,
NAVPERS 18068. THE QUESTIONS: The questions
that appear in this course are designed to help you
understand the material in the text. VALUE: In
completing this course, you will improve your military
and professional knowledge. Importantly, it can also
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help you study for the Navy-wide advancement in
rate examination. If you are studying and discover a
reference in the text to another publication for further
information, look it up.
Edwin Hutchins combines his background as an
anthropologist and an open ocean racing sailor and
navigator in this account of how anthropological
methods can be combined with cognitive theory to
produce a new reading of cognitive science. His
theoretical insights are grounded in an extended
analysis of ship navigation—its computational basis,
its historical roots, its social organization, and the
details of its implementation in actual practice
aboard large ships. The result is an unusual
interdisciplinary approach to cognition in culturally
constituted activities outside the laboratory—"in the
wild." Hutchins examines a set of phenomena that
have fallen in the cracks between the established
disciplines of psychology and anthropology, bringing
to light a new set of relationships between culture
and cognition. The standard view is that culture
affects the cognition of individuals. Hutchins argues
instead that cultural activity systems have cognitive
properties of their own that are different from the
cognitive properties of the individuals who participate
in them. Each action for bringing a large naval vessel
into port, for example, is informed by culture: the
navigation team can be seen as a cognitive and
computational system. Introducing Navy life and
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work on the bridge, Hutchins makes a clear
distinction between the cognitive properties of an
individual and the cognitive properties of a system.
In striking contrast to the usual laboratory tasks of
research in cognitive science, he applies the
principal metaphor of cognitive science—cognition as
computation (adopting David Marr's paradigm)—to
the navigation task. After comparing modern
Western navigation with the method practiced in
Micronesia, Hutchins explores the computational and
cognitive properties of systems that are larger than
an individual. He then turns to an analysis of learning
or change in the organization of cognitive systems at
several scales. Hutchins's conclusion illustrates the
costs of ignoring the cultural nature of cognition,
pointing to the ways in which contemporary cognitive
science can be transformed by new meanings and
interpretations. A Bradford Book
Generate Better, Faster Results— Using Less Capital and
Fewer Resources! “[The High-Velocity Edge] contains ideas
that form the basis for structured continuous learning and
improvement in every aspect of our lives. While this book is
tailored to business leaders, it should be read by high school
seniors, college students, and those already in the workforce.
With the broad societal application of these ideas, we can
achieve levels of accomplishment not even imagined by most
people.” The Honorable Paul H. O’Neill, former CEO and
Chairman, Alcoa, and Former Secretary of the Treasury
“Some firms outperform competitors in many ways at
once—cost, speed, innovation, service. How? Steve Spear
opened my eyes to the secret of systemizing innovation:
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taking it from the occasional, unpredictable ‘stroke of genius’
to something you and your people do month-in, month-out to
outdistance rivals.” Scott D. Cook, founder and Chairman of
the Executive Committee, Intuit, Inc. “Steven Spear connects
a deep study of systems with practical management insights
and does it better than any organizational scholar I know.
[This] is a profoundly important book that will challenge and
inspire executives in all industries to think more clearly about
the technical and social foundations of organizational
excellence.” Donald M. Berwick, M.D., M.P.P., President and
CEO, Institute for Healthcare Improvement About the Book
How can some companies perform so well that their industry
counterparts are competitors in name only? Although they
operate in the same industry, serve the same market, and
even use the same suppliers, these extraordinary, highvelocity organizations consistently outperform all the
competition—and, more importantly, continually widen their
leads. In The High-Velocity Edge, the reissued edition of fivetime Shingo Prize winner Steven J. Spear’s critically
acclaimed book Chasing the Rabbit, Spear describes what
sets market-dominating companies apart and provides a
detailed framework you can leverage to surge to the lead in
your own industry. Spear examines the internal operations of
dominant organizations across a wide spectrum of industries,
from technology to design and from manufacturing to health
care. While he investigates several great operational
triumphs, like top-tier teaching hospitals’ fantastic
improvements in quality of care, Pratt & Whitney’s
competitive gains in jet engine design, and the U.S. Navy’s
breakthroughs in inventing and applying nuclear propulsion,
The High-Velocity Edge is not just about the adoration of
success. It also takes a critical look at some of the operational
missteps that have humbled even the most reputable and
respected of companies and organizations. The decades-long
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prominence of Toyota, for example, is contrasted with the
many factors leading to the automaker’s sweeping 2010
product recalls. Taken together, these multiple perspectives
and in-depth case studies show how to: Build a system of
“dynamic discovery” designed to reveal operational problems
and weaknesses as they arise Attack and solve problems
when and where they occur, converting weaknesses into
strengths Disseminate knowledge gained from solving local
problems throughout the company as a whole Create
managers invested in developing everyone’s capacity to
continually innovate and improve Whatever kind of company
you operate— from technology to fi nance to healthcare—
mastery of these four key capabilities will put you on the fast
track to operational excellence, where you will generate
faster, better results—using less capital and fewer resources.
Apply the lessons of Steven J. Spear and gain a high-velocity
edge over every competitor in your industry.
He has one choice: to flame out-or simply fade away...
Framed for attempted murder against his superior,
Commander-now convict-Jacob Steiner receives one last
chance at redemption. As the captain of a Penitentiary
Assault Vessel, he'll lead a desperate crew of thieves and
murderers behind enemy lines in exchange for their freedom.
This work describes riverine combat during the Vietnam War,
emphasizing the operations of the U.S. Navy’s River Patrol
Force, which conducted Operation Game Warden; the U.S.
Army-Navy Mobile Riverine Force, the formation that General
William Westmoreland said “saved the Mekong Delta” during
the Tet Offensive of 1968; and the Vietnam Navy. An
important section details the SEALORDS combined
campaign, a determined effort by U.S. Navy, South
Vietnamese Navy, and allied ground forces to cut enemy
supply lines from Cambodia and disrupt operations at base
areas deep in the delta. The author also covers details on the
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combat vessels, helicopters, weapons, and equipment
employed in the Mekong Delta as well as the Vietnamese
combatants (on both sides) and American troops who fought
to secure Vietnam’s waterways. Special features focus on
the ubiquitous river patrol boats (PBRs) and the Swift boats
(PCFs), river warfare training, Vice Admiral Elmo R. Zumwalt
Jr., the Black Ponies aircraft squadron, and Navy SEALs.
This publication may be of interest to history scholars,
veterans, students in advanced placement history classes,
and military enthusiasts given the continuing impact of
riverine warfare on U.S. naval and military operations in the
21st century. Special Publicity Tie-In: Commemoration of the
50th anniversary of the Vietnam War (Commemoration dates:
28 May 2012 - 11 November 2025). This is the fifth book in
the series, "The U.S. Navy and the Vietnam War." TABLE OF
CONTENTS Introduction The First Indochina War The
Vietnam Navy River Force and American Advisors The U.S.
Navy and the Rivers of Vietnam SEALORDS The End of the
Line for U.S. and Vietnamese River Forces Sidebars: The
PBR Riverine Warfare Training Battle Fleet of the Mekong
Delta High Drama in the Delta Vice Admiral Elmo R. Zumwalt
Jr. Black Ponies The Swift Boat Warriors with Green Faces
Suggested Reading

Publishes in-depth articles on labor subjects, current
labor statistics, information about current labor
contracts, and book reviews.
COURSE OVERVIEW: Basic Military Requirements,
NAVEDTRA 14325, is a self-study training manual
(TRAMAN)/nonresidsent training course (NRTC) that
covers the basic knowledges required of the men
and women of the U.S. Navy and Naval Reserve.
This TRAMAN/NRTC provides subject matter that
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directly relates to the naval standards for the
apprenticeship (E-2/E-3) rates. The naval standards
are found in the Manual of Navy Enlisted Manpower
and Personnel Classification and Occupational
Standards (Volume 1), NAVPERS 18068F. THE
COURSE: This self-study course is organized into
subject matter areas, each containing learning
objectives to help you determine what you should
learn along with text and illustrations to help you
understand the information. The subject matter
reflects day-to-day requirements and experiences of
personnel in the rating or skill area. It also reflects
guidance provided by Enlisted Community Managers
(ECMs) and other senior personnel, technical
references, instructions, etc.
February issue includes Appendix entitled Directory
of United States Government periodicals and
subscription publications; September issue includes
List of depository libraries; June and December
issues include semiannual index
The Institute of Medicine carried out a study
mandated by Congress and sponsored by the
Department of Veterans Affairs to provide an
assessment of several issues related to noiseinduced hearing loss and tinnitus associated with
service in the Armed Forces since World War II. The
resulting book, Noise and Military Service:
Implications for Hearing Loss and Tinnitus, presents
findings on the presence of hazardous noise in
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military settings, levels of noise exposure necessary
to cause hearing loss or tinnitus, risk factors for
noise-induced hearing loss and tinnitus, the timing of
the effects of noise exposure on hearing, and the
adequacy of military hearing conservation programs
and audiometric testing. The book stresses the
importance of conducting hearing tests (audiograms)
at the beginning and end of military service for all
military personnel and recommends several steps
aimed at improving the military servicesâ€™
prevention of and surveillance for hearing loss and
tinnitus. The book also identifies research needs,
emphasizing topics specifically related to military
service.
Nigel Calder, a diesel mechanic for more than 25
years, is also a boatbuilder, cabinetmaker, and
machinist. He and his wife built their own cruising
sailboat, Nada, a project they completed in 1984.
Calder is author of numerous articles for Yachting
Monthly and many other magazines worldwide, as
well as the bestselling Boatowner's Practical and
Technical Cruising Manual and Boatowner's
Mechanical and Electrical Manual, both published by
Adlard Coles Nautical. Here, in this goldmine of a
book, is everything the reader needs to keep their
diesel engine running cleanly and efficiently. It
explains how diesel engines work, defines new
terms, and lifts the veil of mystery that surrounds
such engines. Clear and logical, this extensively
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illustrated guide will enable the reader to be their
own diesel mechanic. As Nigel Calder says: 'there is
no reason for a boatowner not to have a troublefree
relationship with a diesel engine. All one needs is to
set the engine up correctly in the first place, to pay
attention to routine maintenance, to have the
knowledge to spot early warning signs of impending
trouble, and to have the ability to correct small ones
before they become large ones.'
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